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ORDERITE PRODUCT FEATURES 
 

- OWN DOMAIN NAME & WEBSITE 
(mydomain.com, not like mydomain.eatnow.com) 
 

- Multiple pages high performing website, with SECURED SSL 
 

- CUSTOM DELIVERY ZONES: 
Draw delivery zones directly on map. Store radius restrictions. Charge 
by flat rate or driving distance 
 

- OPERATING HOURS & HOLIDAYS: 
Set store opening and closing hours and days. Set holiday timing 
With this functionality, you get full control on your food delivery. No 
more orders outside working hour and less confusion for your 
customers. 
 

- LOCATION RESTRICTIONS: 
Check if user’s address falls into your area of service before the order. 
Allow users to order from branches in their area only. Chose branch for 
pickup. 
 

- DELIVERY DATE / TIME: 
Allow users to specify date and time for delivery or local pickup. 
Synchronized with Orderite Order Hours. Limit how many days ahead 
can users make order. 
 

- DELIVERY METHODS: 
Custom delivery method options. Custom Local pickup functionality. 
Restrict method by branch and/or by shipping zone (both default and 
Orderite zones). 
Set minimum order amount for your delivery zone. 
 

- SECURED ONLINE PAYMENT 
With instant alert on your app about order payment that can be 
withdrawn at any time of your choice; keep more of what you earn, with 
fees from 0.8% + £0.02 (Not our charge) 
 

- STORE & INVENTORY MANAGEMENT 
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View your inventory in real time, manage store from anywhere in the 
world, ability to change products details & prices from your devices. 
 

- PUSH ORDER NOTIFICATION: 
Instant Push Notifications popup will appear with sound alert for new 
orders. It works across all Mobile phones (Andriod & IOS) and browsers 
on Desktop, Laptop & Tab. 
 

- COMBO PRODUCTS:  
Create custom Combo products and increase cross-sells. Combine them 
with fixed price or offer discount when purchased together. 
 

- PRODUCT ON SALE COUNTDOWN: 
Set product for promotion with countdown for the product automatically 
scheduled, having full control of both Start and End Date of the offer. 
 

- VARIABLE ADD-ONS: 
Add whatever options you need to your product, set prices for each 
option, make it required or optional 
 

- PRODUCT BUILDER: 
Create fully customizable products. Set base price and add options, or 
even zero price and build on that. 
 

- HALF/HALF COMBO: 
Create custom Combo products and increase cross-sells. Combine them 
with fixed price or offer discount when purchased together – it’s up to 
you. 
 

- NUTRITION & ALLERGENS: 
With this extremely helpful feature you can easily add nutrition details 
and the system would automatically calculate RDI percentage, based on 
WHO recommendations. 
 

- MULTI BRANCH (additional charges apply) 
Set unlimited number of branches with same or different products per 
branch. This feature will show products from branches that serve the 
client’s address. Estimated delivery time. 
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